Action Planning Introduction

Technical Deep Dive on Seismic Risk and Resilience
March 12 – 16, 2018
Tokyo, Sendai and Kobe
Engagement Eco-System

① City Partnership Prog.
- Direct Engagement w/ WB
- City Level Knowledge/Data
- Tacit Know How

② Learning & Research
- Codified Good Practices
- Commissioned Research
- Actionable Knowledge

③ Technical Deep Dives
- Challenge Oriented
- Operationally Focused
- Peer-to-Peer

④ Operational Support
- ↑↓ Stream Design
- Technical Assistance
- Implementation Support

⑤ Knowledge Platforms
- Global Platform for Sustainable Cities (GPSC)
- JICA City Platform
- Rockefeller 100RC
- Metro Labs
- Large Public Events
- Academia

Japanese Expertise
Public/Private Sector, Academia

Thematic Demand

Knowledge Assets

Action Plans

Formal and Informal Collaborative Partners

Japanese Govt
GFDPR
World Bank Group

Social, Urban, Rural & Resilience
Development Shark Tank

“Money Tigers” - Japan
What to Cover?

• SLIDE 1: **Key takeaways** from the Technical Deep Dive

• SLIDE 2: **What needs to be accomplished** to address the pressing challenges you are facing

• SLIDE 3: **Short-term, Medium-term, and Long-term actions to be taken w/ milestones**

• SLIDE 4: **Barriers (Challenge)** in implementing your action plan

• SLIDE 5: **Support** needed from the World Bank / DRM Hub + TDLC / Research (Institutions, experts, other delegations….research/briefs etc.)
Structure:

- Presented by 1 Client per Delegation
- No more than 7 minutes per pitch
- Up to 6 slides

No Sleepy Presentations
<Country> Key Takeaways from TDD

1. <Key Takeaway>
2. <Key Takeaway>
3. <Key Takeaway>
4. <Key Takeaway>
5. <Key Takeaway>
**<Country> Accomplishments Needed**

1. <Accomplishment/Goal>
2. <Accomplishment/Goal>
3. <Accomplishment/Goal>
4. <Accomplishment/Goal>
5. <Accomplishment/Goal>
<Country> Actions to be Taken

- **Short-term:**
  - <Action to be Taken>, by <Who>
  - <Action to be Taken>, by <Who>

- **Medium-term:**
  - <Action to be Taken>, by <Who>
  - <Action to be Taken>, by <Who>

- **Long-term:**
  - <Action to be Taken>, by <Who>
  - <Action to be Taken>, by <Who>
<Country> Barriers to Implementation of AP

1. <Barrier/Challenge> & <Current efforts to address>

2. <Barrier/Challenge> & <Current efforts to address>

3. <Barrier/Challenge> & <Current efforts to address>

4. <Barrier/Challenge> & <Current efforts to address>

5. <Barrier/Challenge> & <Current efforts to address>
<Country> Support Needed

- **World Bank:**
  - <Support Requested>
  - <Support Requested>

- **DRM Hub + TDLC Program**
  - <Support Requested>
  - <Support Requested>

- **Knowledge Products (Case Studies, Policy Notes, etc.)**
  - <Support Requested>
  - <Support Requested>